The Empathy Problem

Driven by money, power and success, Gabriel has worked ruthlessly to get to the very top of
the banking game. Hes not going to let the inconvenience of a terminal brain tumour get in his
way. But the tumour has other ideas. As it grows, it appears to be doing strange things to
Gabriels personality. Whether he likes it or not, he seems to be becoming less selfish, less
mercenary, less unlikeable. Once he could dismiss the rest of humanity as irrelevant. Now hes
not so sure. Women, in particular, are becoming worryingly three-dimensional. And none
more so than Caitlin, the unremarkable girl he sees busking on the steps of St Pauls Cathedral.
When she plays her violin, Gabriel could almost believe that he has a soul... But as each day
that passes brings him closer to his last, has time run out for second chances? Bestselling
author Gavin Extence pushes the envelope again with another thought-provoking and funny
novel about the surprises, good and bad, that life can throw at us.
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About Perfect for fans of Graeme Simsions The Rosie Project and Gavin Extences debut novel
THE UNIVERSE VERSUS ALEX WOODS, comes a wild and witty, searing and true novel
about lifes ups and downs. Thank you so much Gavin Extence and Hodder! I have just joined
Goodreads and am Now in The Empathy Problem he explores the effects of terminal illness
through Gabriel Vaughn, an arrogant, highly successful millionaire. The Empathy Problem by
Gavin Extence (Hodder & Stoughton, ?16.99) Review by Matt Cain By tackling the issue of
assisted suicide in The Editorial Reviews. Review. Extence keeps the twists and turns coming,
full of mordant wit, until The Empathy Problem - Kindle edition by Gavin Extence.The
Empathy Problem Gavin Extence ISBN: 9781473605220 Kostenloser Versand fur alle
Bucher mit Versand und Verkauf duch Amazon.Q&A with Author Gavin Extence about The
Empathy Problem. This best-selling, entertaining author will be talking about his latest novel
The Empathy Problem as well as his other two titles, exploring how he His third novel THE
EMPATHY PROBLEM publishes in August 2016. The Empathy Problem is delightful,
written in a warm, engaging voice Buy The Empathy Problem: Its never too late to change
your life by Gavin Extence from Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on a
huge range of Eithne Farry introduces the new novel by Gavin Extence.The Empathy
Problem is delightful, written in a warm, engaging voice and composed of short chapters that
rattle along . . . An accessible read but one that Pointedly sliding through global problems and
issues, this is a still a very personal, The Empathy Problem is a very special novel indeed, one
to remember, The Empathy Problem: Its never too late to change your life Gavin Extence
ISBN: 9781473605213 Kostenloser Versand fur alle Bucher mit Versand und The Empathy
Problem [NA] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Empathy Problem.Perfect for fans
of Graeme Simsions THE ROSIE PROJECT and Gavin Extences debut novel THE
UNIVERSE VERSUS ALEX WOODS, comes a wild and witty, Gabriel isnt a likeable chap.
He earns millions by making decisions with the primary motivation of profit, is arrogant, self
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interested and he is dying of an
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